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1 Packing and covering edges
Let � = (+, �) be an undirected graph. A matching is a set of edges, " ⊂ �, whose
endpoints are distinct:

4 ∩ 5 = ∅ for all distinct 4 , 5 ∈ ".

The maximum matching problem asks for a matching of maximum cardinality. Below the
maximum matching in a graph is highlighted in red.



































































































































Perfect matching

matching covering all vertices

A vertex cover is a set of vertices * ⊂ + that contains at least one endpoint of every
edge:

* ∩ 4 ≠ ∅ for all 4 ∈ �.

The minimum vertex cover problem asks for a vertex cover of minimum cardinality1.
Below are two examples where the vertex covers are circled in purple.




































































































































Vertex Cover

a vertex cover is a set of vertices

that includes at least one endpoint

0 O 0

Goal min cardinality vertex cover

doercifisona is there a vertex cover of size K

Matching and vertex cover are dual packing and covering problems. Matchings are
packing edges into vertices. Vertex covers are covering edges with vertices. Similar to
(B, C)-path packing before, one equality between the sizes of a matching and a vertex cover
comes easily.

1There are also weighted versions of maximum matching and minimum vertex cover, which we will not
discuss in detail here.
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Lemma 1.1. Let " be a matching and let* be a vertex cover. Then |" | ≤ |* |.

Proof. Indeed,

|" |
(a)
≤

∑
4∈"
|4 ∩* | (b)=

�����⋃
4∈"
(4 ∩*)

����� ≤ |* |.
Here (a) is because every edge has at least one endpoint in* . (b) is because" is a matching,
so the sets {4 ∩*} are disjoint across 4 ∈ ". �

To emphasize the primal-dual setup:

edges pack into vertices, and vertices cover edges.

We now set out to address the following two questions.

1. Is there a polynomial time algorithm for minimum vertex cover, or is it NP-hard?

2. Is there a polynomial time algorithm for maximum matching, or is it NP-hard?

3. Does the minimum vertex cover and the maximum matching have the same size?

With regards to the third question, recall that the edge disjoint paths, we found the
maximum number of edge disjoint (B, C)-paths is exactly equal to the size of the minimum
(B, C)-cut. One might hope for a similar equality between matchings and vertex covers. But
consider a triangle graph2. A vertex cover must take 2 corners / vertices. A matching can
only take one side / edge.
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Consider now the first 2 questions, which are algorithmic questions about matchings
and vertex cover. The fact that the maximum matching and minimum vertex cover can
have different size means that it is possible for one to be polynomial time and the other to
be NP-Hard. This was not possible for (B, C)-paths and cuts - since the quantities are equal,
an algorithm that can decide the size of the maximum (B, C)-path packing automatically
can identify the size of the minimum (B, C)-cut.

2 Vertex cover
Theorem 1. Minimum vertex cover is NP-Hard.

2That is, a graph with three vertices, with an edge between every pair.
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Proof. We show that minimum vertex cover solves maximum independent set, which we
have already shown to be NP-Hard.

Consider an instance of the independent set problem defined by a graph � = (+, �)
with = vertices. For a set ( ⊂ + , we denote its complement by (̄ = + \ (. We claim that
( is an independent set iff (̄ is a vertex cover. If so, then finding the minimum vertex
cover is equivalent to finding the maximum independent set. In the example below, an
independent set is circled in red, and a vertex cover is circled in yellow. Note that they are
complementary vertex sets.
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Let ( be an independent set, and let 4 be any edge. Since no two vertices in ( are
connected by an edge, 4 can have at most one endpoint in (. That means 4 has at least one
endpoint in (̄. As this holds for all 4 ∈ �, (̄ is a vertex cover.

Conversely, suppose ( ⊂ + is a vertex cover. Consider any two vertices D, E ∈ (̄. If D
and E were endpoints of an edge 4, then ( would not cover 4. Thus (̄ is an independent
set. �

3 General matching
We now turn to the packing side of our primal-dual setup, matchings.

3.1 Alternating paths and cycles
Let � = (+, �) be an undirected graph. Let �, � ⊆ � be twomatchings where � ismaximum
and � is maximal. A simple example would be as follows - here � is the blue (even) edges,
and � is the red (odd) edges.




































































































































Let
A EE maximal matching

BEE maximum matching
forexample

then
IAI ElBl

Converse

e.g IAI TBI
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Below is a more complicated example. Again, the maximal matching � is in blue and the
maximum matching � is in red.




































































































































suppose for simplicity A and B

are disjoint

consider AUB
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By definition of maximum, we have |�| ≤ |�|. Is there a converse inequality? For example,
maybe there is a constant 2 > 0 such that for all maximal matchings � and all maximum
matchings �, |�| ≥ 2 |�|. Or perhaps the relation depends on the number of vertices,
=. Is there a function 5 (=) such that |�| ≥ 5 (=)|�|? For example, can we show that
|�| ≥ |�|/log(=)? Or |�| ≥ |�|/

√
=?

To answer this question, let � be amaximal matching and let � be amaximummatching.
We know that |�| ≤ |�| automatically, we want to find a lower bound on the ratio |�|/|�|.
We can assume � and � are disjoint. Consider the graph induced by just � and � (deleting
all other edges from the graph).




































































































































Every vertex has degree E 2

AUB collection of disjoint
paths and cycles

This graph has maximum degree 2, since each vertex is incident to at most one edge from
� and one edge from �. The connected components of a graph with maximum degree 2 is
a vertex-disjoint collection of paths and cycles. Below on the left we highlight a path in
� ∪ � and on the right we highlight a cycle.
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Observe that the edges alternate between � and �; for this reason they are called alternating
paths and alternating cycles. Clearly, in any cycle �, the number of edges from � equals the
number of edges in �. Meanwhile, consider any component % of �∪� that is a path. Since
% alternates between � and �, we have

|� ∩ % | ≥ |� ∩ % | − 1.

If |� ∩ % | ≥ 2, then this implies that |� ∩ % | ≥ |� ∩ % |/2. If � ∩ % is a single edge 4, then
by maximality of �, � must have at least one edge incident to 4, size |� ∩ % | ≥ 1. Thus in
either case, we have

|� ∩ % | ≥ |� ∩ % |/2.

Let us review and conclude the argument. Given amaximalmatching � and amaximum
matching �, the connected components of � ∪ � are of three types.
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1. Edges common to both � and �.

2. Cycles alternating between � and �.

3. Paths alternating between � and �.

In the first two cases, � has the same number of edges as �. In the third case, we have
argued that � at least half as many edges as �. Thus we have shown the following.

Theorem 2. Let � be a maximal matching and let � be a maximum matching. Then

|�| ≥ |�|/2.

3.2 Augmenting paths
To extend our line of reasoning further, we introduce the notion of free vertices and
augmenting paths. Given a matching ", a free vertex is a vertex that is not incident to any
edge in ". An augmenting path is an alternating path % from one free vertex to another.
For any augmenting path %, the edge set "4% is a matching with one more edge than ".

Clearly, if � is a maximum matching, then there are no augmenting paths. Conversely,
let � be a matching for which there are no augmenting paths, and let � be a maximum
matching as before. Note that � is necessarily maximal, since an edge between two free
vertices is a (very short) augmenting path. Consider any path % that forms a connected
component of � ∪ � (that is not just an edge in � ∩ �). If |� ∩ % | > |� ∩ % |, then since %
alternates between � and �, we must have that % is an odd-length path starting and ending
with �-edges. More to the point, % is an augmenting path for �.

This establishes the following optimality condition for matchings.

Lemma 3.1. A matching " is a maximum matching iff there are no augmenting paths.

3.3 Augmenting path algorithms
Wenow turn tomatchings in general graphs. Lemma 3.1 suggests the following augmenting
path algorithm similar to previous algorithms.

generic-augmenting-paths(� = (+, �))

1. " ← ∅
2. repeatedly (until " is maximum)

A. Look for an augmenting path % with respect to ".

B. Augment " along %.

C. return ".

Certainly this algorithm would work – if it were implementable. Of the steps above,
(2.A) is actually trickier then it looks.t Take the following graph, where a matching " is
highlighted in red, and a free vertex is circled in purple.
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Bad case

0

jm

A wild cycle appears

Td Dun dun dun dun dun dun dun dun It
If we follow alternating edges from the free vertex, then if we might trace an alternating
path that runs into the following situation.




































































































































Bad case

0

jm

A wild cycle appears

Td Dun dun dun dun dun dun dun dun It
Above, the search has stumbled into a triangle of the form with one unmatched, one
matched edge and one unmatched edge, in sequence. In general, the augmenting path
approach can get stuck at odd alternating cycles.



































































































































In general
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we are fooled by odd alternating
cycles a.k.a blossoms

No odd cycles in bipartite graphs

This combinatorial obstacle is modeled by the following definitions. A flower is defined
as an alternating walk where (E1, . . . , E:) where the first vertex is free and E1, . . . , E:−1
forms a path, and, for some index 8 < :, E8 , . . . , E: forms an odd cycle. The odd cycle
(E8 , E8+1, . . . , E:) is called a blossom. The vertex E8 = E: is called the base of a blossom. The
initial part of the flower (E1, . . . , E8) that forms a path to the base of the blossom is called
the stem. Note that the stem may be an empty path when the base of the blossom is free.

Lemma 3.2. Let (E1, . . . , E:) be a flower with and let E: = E8 be the base of the blossom. Then the
two edges in the blossom incident to E8 , (E8 , E8+1) and (E:−1, E:), are unmatched edge.

Proof. Because the cycle (E8 , E8+1, . . . , E: = E8) has an odd number of edges, (E8 , E8+1) and
(E:−1, E: = E8) are either both matched or both unmatched edges. But E8 can only be
incident to one matched edge, so they must both be unmatched. �

The presence of flowers and blossoms completely thwart the augmenting path approach.
We cannot simply discard blossoms as they arise - parts of the cycle may be helpful in
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reaching other vertices. We also cannot continue on after finding a blossom, since it will
add two matched edges incident to the base.

Many years ago, Jack Edmonds [1] was stuck at this same point. And here he made the
following elegant observation: you can shrink the blossom! This means we take the entire
odd cycle � and contract it to a single vertex. (This can possibly create duplicate edges and
self-loops which are ignored.)

In the picture below, we contract the odd cycle to a single vertex in yellow.
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This creates a contracted graph in which the remaining edges of " still form a matching.
Let us now study the contraction step more formally. The first lemma shows that an

augmenting path in the contracted graph can be expanded out to an augmenting path in
the original graph. We point out that while the proof is somewhat careful for the sake of
completeness, there are some pictures provided below the proof that make the claim very
intuitive.

Lemma 3.3. Let " be a matching, and let � ⊆ � be a blossom w/r/t ". Let �′ = �/� be the
graph obtained by contracting the blossom �, and let"′ = " \ � be the remaining matching in �′.
Let %′ be an augmenting path for "′ in �. Then there is an augmenting path % in " such that
%′ = %/".

Proof. Let 1′ denote the vertex corresponding to the blossom � in the contracted graph. If
%′ does not include 1′, then it is already a path in �, and there is nothing to prove.

Otherwise, 1′ appears somewhere in the middle of the path %′. In the original graph �,
this corresponds to two alternating paths. The part of %′ before 1′ becomes an alternating
path that ends at the stem B of the blossom � via a matched edge. The part of %′ after
1′ corresponds to an alternating path that leaves at some other vertex C of � along an
unmatched edge. Now, because � is an odd cycle, one of the two ways from the stem B

to the departure point C around the cycle has an even number of edges. The even route
is an alternating path starting at an unmatched edge and ending at a matched edge. We
concatenate the first part of %′ to B, the even length path in � to C, and the remaining part
of %′ from C to obtain an augmenting path in �. �

It is helpful to see some examples of how an augmenting path in the contracted graph
is converted to an augmenting path in the original graph. In one case, suppose the
augmenting path %′ leaves the blossom on an unmatched edge. In our example, this
implies we should traverse the blossom in the clockwise direction to match the parity.
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In the second case, suppose the augmenting path leaves the blossom on an unmatched
edge. To make the parities match, we traverse the blossom in the opposite direction.
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Lemma 3.4. Let " be a matching, and let � ⊆ � be a blossom w/r/t ". Let �′ = �/� and
"′ = "/� be the graph and matching obtained by contracting �, respectively. If " is not a
maximum matching, "′ is not a maximum matching in �′.

Proof. If " is not maximum, then it has an augmenting path %.

1. % does not touch �.

Then it is already an augmenting path for "′ in �′, hence "′ is not maximum.

2. % touches �.

Then % either enters � (for the first time) or leaves (for the last time) along an edge that is
not matched, since there is at most one matched edge with one endpoint in �. Reversing %
if necessary, we may assume that % enters � along an unmatched edge.

By definition, � is part of a flower, which also includes an alternating path from the
base of � to a free vertex (which may be empty, if the base of the blossom is free). Consider
the alternating path %′ in �′ where we follow % to the point where it enters � along an
unmatched edge, and then follow the stem out to a free vertex. This gives an augmenting
path for "′, so "′ is not maximum. �

We have now formally justified blossom contractions in an augmenting path framework.
However it is not still not clear that we can easily find blossoms either! Fortunately the
following lemma shows that running BFS along alternating paths will always find an
augmenting path or a blossom.

Lemma 3.5. Let, = (E1, . . . , Eℓ ) be a shortest alternating walk such that E1 and Eℓ are both free.
Then either (a), is an augmenting path or (b) (E1, . . . , E:) is a flower for some : < ℓ .
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Proof. Suppose, is not a path. Let E8 = E: for two indices 8 < :, with : as small as possible.
In particular, (E1, . . . , E:−1) is a path, and (E8 , . . . , E:) is a cycle. If (E8 , . . . , E:) is an even
length cycle, then we could remove it from, and obtain a shorter walk, a contradiction.
So (E8 , . . . , E:) is an odd length cycle. �

We put everything together to obtain the following algorithm of Edmonds [1].

Edmonds-algorithm(� = (+, �))

1. " ← ∅
2. Repeatedly search for an augmenting path in � w/r/t "

A. If an augmenting path is found then uncontract all the blossoms and

augment " along the augmenting path.

B. Otherwise if a blossom � is found, then contract �.

C. Otherwise uncontract all the blossoms and return ".

The overall running time is $
(
<=2) , obtained as follows.

1. It takes $(<) time to find either a blossom or an augmenting path.

2. We can find at most = blossoms before finding an augmenting path.

3. There are at most =/2 augmenting paths until we have a perfect matching.

In conclusion, we have established the following theorem.

Theorem 3 ([1]). The maximum cardinality matching can be computed in $
(
<=2) time.
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